It takes everyone. Our core values are sustained through the investments that we make as a community. We find and enroll curious and intrepid students. We hire teachers unmatched in their intellectual achievement. Our curriculum provides the canvas for whatever they dream up together.

None of what we do is possible without our donors. The impact of your support is real. Thank you.
THE POWER OF FUNDRAISING

The generosity of our supporters reaches every part of the Saint Ann’s experience. In the last school year alone you helped make all these aspects of our program possible:
THE ANNUAL FUND 2015-2019

The Annual Fund consists of unrestricted dollars that Saint Ann’s can use wherever we need them most. It provides critical revenue for our operating budget and helps bridge the gap between net tuition and the full cost to educate a Saint Ann’s student.

At every level, donors to the Annual Fund help make our bold vision of education a reality.

“Ours is a model of education built around the generative capacities of children. Ours is the eternal exuberance of a school that has not forgotten that education is a celebration of life.”

- VINCE TOMPKINS, HEAD OF SCHOOL
“There’s so much great new energy in the art department—connecting the townhouses created an open space, which leads to a lot of spontaneous discussion and collaboration. A student at work on a painting might look up to see her printmaking or drawing teacher passing by, resulting in a valuable unplanned chat. Younger and older students are constantly interacting, helping each other, exchanging ideas. Photography has joined the same location as the rest of the department, and the new darkroom is safe for Lower School students to visit. The spacious painting studio buzzes with excitement during open studio times, and in the spring and fall beautiful natural light pours through the windows.”

- LARISSA TOKMAKOVA, CHAIR OF THE ART DEPARTMENT
THE CAMPAIGN FOR SAINT ANN’S 2011-2015

The comprehensive Campaign for Saint Ann’s raised $50 million for three priorities critical to our institutional future: faculty compensation, financial aid, and facilities. Gifts to the campaign helped us continue to attract and retain a diverse, extraordinary community of scholars and students. Our new classrooms and studio spaces support the breadth and depth of the music, dance, and visual arts programs that are at the heart of who we are.

GOAL
(ACHIEVED!)
$50M

DURATION
2011-2015

NUMBER OF GIFTS
(INCLUDES FY14 AND FY15 ANNUAL FUNDS)
5,000+

BY THE NUMBERS

We focus on the primacy of the student-teacher relationship, hiring the best practitioners to teach our students. This model requires one of the highest student-teacher ratios of any New York City independent school. We continue to invest in attracting and retaining an extraordinary faculty in an expensive city.
Robust growth in our need-based scholarship program allows us to enroll a student body drawn from families of widely varying socioeconomic backgrounds.

“Saint Ann’s students should be defined by their intellectual rigor, thirst for knowledge, and unabashed pursuit of their passions, not their financial standings. Donations help to open the door for a new generation of students who would have never had the means to attend the school that so many of us love.”

- Bradley Weekes '13
Inside an old school there was a classroom inside the poetry classroom there were kids inside the kids there were words inside the words there were syllables inside the syllables there were beats inside the beats there were sounds…

- STUDENT, GRADE 4
With a growing but small endowment, Saint Ann’s financial model is tuition-dependent. Up to 84% of tuition dollars go directly to supporting our inimitable faculty through competitive salaries and generous benefits. Fundraising plays a critical role in rounding out the remainder of our operating budget and enabling every aspect of our unique program.
SAINT ANN’S TODAY AND TOMORROW

Knowledge for its own sake. The sacredness of the student-teacher relationship. And the belief that our vision of education is possible only through a deliberate embrace of the diversity of the city around us.

With the generous support of our whole community, Saint Ann’s continues to invest in these core values as we look ahead to our next fifty years. Your commitment to our mission makes it a reality.

Thank you.